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MINUTES 
BIKE, PEDESTRIAN, AND TRAILS COMMISSION 

November 1, 2021 
 

CALL TO ORDER 
Matt Gworek called the in-person/virtual meeting to order at 6:05 pm on November 
1, 2021. 
 
ROLL CALL 
The following members were present for roll call:  
 

BPTC Members:  
 
 
 
 

Matt Gworek, Chairperson 
Meg Plumb, Member 
Niki Delson, Member 
Ian Edlind, Member 
Michael Gorman, Member 

Town Staff Present: 
 
 
 
Guests: 

Kevin Schorzman, Staff Liaison 
Ben Bohmfalk, Board of Trustees Liaison 
Kae McDonald, Boards and Commissions Clerk 
 
David Johnson, RFTA 
Jason White, RFTA 
 
 

CONSENT AGENDA 
Motion Passed:  Niki moved to approve the Bike, Pedestrian, and Trail 
Commission meeting minutes from October 4, 2021.  Meg seconded the motion, 
and it was unanimously approved.  
 
PERSONS PRESENT NOT ON THE AGENDA 
Matt welcomed David Johnson and Jason White from Roaring Fork Transportation 
Authority and reminded the commission members that in the spring they were 
working on the survey and First and Last Mile Study.  He asked David to provide 
an update on where RFTA was in this process.   
 
David explained that the Destination 2040 property tax was approved by voters in 
November 2018 that included funding to expand and maintain vehicles along with 
the expansion of the bikeshare program.  He related that in retrospect, the verbiage 
should have been coined specifically to expand the bikeshare program to 
Carbondale and Glenwood Springs, but then wondered if the tax would have 
passed.  David noted that the property tax will fund $1,200,000.00 for the initial 
bikeshare expansion costs and $600,000.00 for annual maintenance.  He related 
that, with the onset of Covid, the program development was put on hold, but a 
consultant was hired earlier this year.  David noted that vigorous public 
involvement was part of the process with Carbondale’s public engagement piece 
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being held at a First Friday; technical advisory and focus group meetings rounded 
the process out.  David noted that RFTA is now sharing the consultant’s 
recommendations and 17 initial bikeshare stations are recommended for 
Carbondale with eight additional stations added later.  He pointed out that this is 
not a mandate and because the recommendations are not cost-constrained, grants 
and community investment may be required for the full build-out.  David admitted 
that Carbondale’s mayor has commented that the community may or may not want 
the bikeshare program, but David pointed out that the bikeshare program is only 
one option and RFTA’s goal is to help bus commuters get to and from the RFTA 
station without a car. 
 
Matt asked if the consultant recommended a larger bikeshare program because of 
an increase in RFTA ridership. 
 
David replied in the affirmative but explained that because the BRT has been 
successful, riders prefer to embark/disembark from a BRT station rather than use 
the local buses.  He added that most personal trips are within two miles of a BRT 
station, but the quandary is that BRT buses don’t provide service for that leg and 
the bikeshare program is a way to provide consistency for those first and last miles. 
 
Matt appreciated the information and wondered if a timeline has been set to move 
forward with the programming.  He indicated a willingness to provide input, if 
needed. 
 
Ben shared that it was not on the BOT agenda anytime soon.  He explained that 
while they are interested, they must establish priorities.  He noted that the BOT 
values input from the community, and they will consider the proposals when the 
timing is right. 
 
Kevin noted that RFTA may be invited to the November 9th BOT meeting to provide 
an update. 
 
Niki commented that Carbondale is already a bike-friendly community and asked 
why bikeshare programming is a good fit for the community. 
 
David responded that the bikeshare program would provide people from other 
communities that are visiting or working in Carbondale to get around without a 
vehicle. 
 
Jason explained that the bikeshare program allows people to leave their personal 
bike at home and provides maintained bikes that are ready to go.  He noted that 
RFTA is also reevaluating the cost of the bike hauling fee and went on to say that 
WeCycle is providing more Ebikes which extends seasonal riding and quicker 
access.  He pointed out that RFTA is taking on the role of mobility manager and 
multi-modal strategies. 
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Kevin noted that the construction proposal on file at the TOC places the WeCycle 
station at the RFTA Park-n-Ride rather than across the street and asked if that was 
correct. 
 
David confirmed that was the correct location. 
 
Matt asked if there was any data on WeCycle use.  He noted the provided figures 
of $1,200,000.00 for capital outlays and $600,000.00 for maintenance and asked 
how far that money would go without outside assistance and if municipalities opt 
out, what happens to that funding. 
 
David replied that WeCycle has a wealth of data.  He reiterated that the mil levy 
language should have been more precise because there are five entities—Aspen, 
Basalt, Midvalley, Carbondale and Glenwood Springs—that must share those 
funds when the focus should have been on Carbondale and Glenwood because 
they don’t have a bikeshare program.  He added that it was his understanding that 
if a community opts out their share of the funds could be used for their own version 
of first/last mile. 
 
Ian asked why there were objections to the bikeshare program. 
 
David noted that most wanted to carefully consider what was available to get the 
best option for first/last mile. 
 
Jason added that while some had asked about the use of scooters and other 
technology, most preferred WeCycle because it is very contained. 
 
Meg asked for confirmation that if Carbondale decided that the bikeshare program 
is not the best option the funding is transferable.  She added that she heard that if 
bikeshare expands to Carbondale, it would be a year-round option. 
 
David confirmed that it was his understanding that each municipality would get a 
share but added that the funding divided five ways wouldn’t amount to much.  He 
cautioned that there isn’t yet a clear idea of what will happen, and it is still the 
subject of much discussion, but the goal is to have bike access more regionally 
balanced.  He added that bikeshare winter availability wasn’t that likely. 
 
Jason added that downtown electric vehicles are very popular in Aspen and, while 
there was initial worry that the taxi company would complain, it seems to have 
worked out.  He thought there might be some possibility for expansion into other 
communities. 
 
Niki commented that one of the recommendations for the Comprehensive Plan 
update is the development of a Transportation Master Plan, so this conversation is 
timely. 
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REVIEW CAFCI STREET AUDITS AND DISCUSS NEXT STEPS 
Matt opened the discussion by noting that he was able to participate by completing 
an audit of Sopris Avenue.  He thought it was a great start to identifying locations 
that need repair.  He thanked Niki for organizing the audit and recruiting the CAFCI 
participants. 
 
Niki noted that there wasn’t a template like CAFCI used for the Street Audit to guide 
this project.  She reminded the commission members that at the last meeting it was 
decided to focus only on priority corridors, the locations most needing repairs, and 
encroachments.  Niki pointed out that based on information provided by Kevin, what 
constitutes a hazard is a ½” raise in the sidewalk.  She added that the participants 
weren’t asked to prioritize the hazards and because the audits were based on 
personal perceptions there isn’t a lot of uniformity. 
 
Matt asked if it was possible to have CAFCI prioritize their findings. 
 
Niki replied that CAFCI will only be meeting once before the end of the year.  She 
noted that she has a few more locations along 2nd and 3rd that Laurie provided but 
weren’t submitted in time to include with the packet. 
 
Matt reiterated his desire to have CAFCI prioritize their findings so they could be 
compared to a priority list compiled by BPTC as well as Public Works. 
 
Meg suggested proposing separate categories for repair and encroachment.  She 
asked Kevin to explain who is responsible for repairs and who is responsible for 
addressing encroachments. 
 
Kevin reminded the commission members about last meeting’s discussion which 
prioritized snow and ice removal and addressing encroachment issues next spring 
and summer.  He thought a lot of the vegetation encroachment issues wouldn’t 
require the services of the TOC arborist, but rather education and code enforcement 
could eliminate many of the problems.  He thought the feedback from CAFCI and 
BPTC is good but pointed out that many of the problems might not be urgent and will 
take more than a year to fix. 
 
Matt asked when Kevin would need the information for action in 2022. 
 
Kevin replied that March or April would be sufficient. 
 
Niki agreed to ask CAFCI participants to help prioritize the identified problem areas.  
She asked Kevin to explain who owns responsibility for a problem area—specifically 
the sloping driveway and sidewalk that is in very poor condition just north of the 
Alpine Bank.  She explained that the configuration leaves no buffer along Highway 
133 and leaves pedestrians and cyclists exposed to traffic if they are trying to pass 
on the sidewalk. 
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Kevin replied that it is a confusing situation--Highway 133 is CDOT’s jurisdiction, but 
if the argument were made that the sidewalk is a trail more responsibility for 
maintenance could fall to the TOC.  However, if the argument is made that it is a 
driveway, the responsibility for maintenance could fall to the property owner.  He 
noted that there are also grade and drainage issues in that area—which will continue 
to plague that location--and if it could have been fixed it already would have been. 
 
Meg noted that in her opinion, she doesn’t agree that many of the encroachment 
issues depicted in the audit are a problem.  She thought that if tree branches are 
above six feet, they don’t impede travel on a sidewalk, and she would be sad to see 
trees chopped off at the property line—that kind of pruning isn’t visually appealing 
nor is it good for the tree.  She thought that missing crosswalks or pinch points were 
more significant year-round safety concerns and higher priorities. 
 
Matt thought it would be good to see the locations in-person, rather than just looking 
at photos. 
 
Niki pointed out that because there wasn’t a definition of what constituted 
encroachment, it was quite subjective based on each observer. 
 
Matt asked Kevin to explain strategies for snow removal enforcement. 
 
Kevin replied that they are working with PR Studios on an education campaign and 
there will be a three-tiered strategy: 

• General Public Service Announcements 
• Door Hangers targeted for those properties that aren’t removing snow (largely 

based on Public Works staff observations and reported concerns) 
• Code Enforcement Action 

 
Niki commented that Cleveland recently passed an ordinance that provided for 
property owners to leave the snow in place on the sidewalk because that was safer 
than removing the snow and have ice pool in its place. 
 
Kevin replied that the first question should be why the ice is forming on the 
sidewalk—it could be a simple answer, but it also might be complicated.  He thought 
that if this were a problem somewhere in Carbondale, some outreach might occur to 
find unique solutions for specific locations. 
 
DISTRIBUTE BPTC HANDBOOKS 
Matt pointed out that Niki had introduced this idea some time ago.  He noted that he 
worked with Ben and Kevin to compile information relevant to the formation and 
history of the commission and acknowledged Kevin’s work in pulling the information 
together for the handbooks. 
 
Ben commented that it is a resource for commission members to review as they 
onboard but noted that the information provides a common understanding for all the 
members. 
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Niki suggested highlighting completed projects under the Parks & Recreation Master 
Plan. 
 
Kevin replied that he would check with the Parks & Recreation Director and get an 
updated matrix. 
 
Ben pointed out that the handbook also provides commission members with a better 
sense of what has been proposed before and that the commission is building on past 
work. 
 
Niki thanked Meg for all her work on the commission and all agreed that she has 
been a valuable member of the commission. 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
The November 1, 2021, regular meeting adjourned at 7:15 p.m.  The next regular 
meeting is scheduled for December 6, 2021, at 6:00 pm.  
 
Respectfully submitted,  
Kae McDonald 


